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Spin orbit 
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happens, but 
these planets 
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“normal” planet formation
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debris disk
(Kuiper belt analogue)

has i of PPD at dispersal
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Stellar spin - disk alignment

Watson et al 2010/11, Greaves, Kennedy et al 2014
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✦ No disk “tilting” by 
companions

✦ BUT a tilted debris 
disk may be easily  
destroyed by the 
companion

✦ Need to study 
implications of 
tilting after gas disk 
dispersal
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Star-planets-disk alignment
Star–planet–debris disc alignment 901

Figure 2. Herschel 70 µm images of HD 82943, North is up and East is left. The left-hand panel shows the raw image with contours at 3, 5, 10 and 20 times
the pixel rms of 1.6 × 10−2 mJy arcsec−2. The right-hand panel shows the same image and contours after a peak-scaled point source has been subtracted,
leaving near-circular residuals as a clear sign of a near face-on disc.

from quadratically subtracting the PACS 70 µm beam full-width at
half-maximum (FWHM) of 5.75 arcsec from the major and minor
components of the fitted Gaussian FWHM (smaj is also an estimate
of the characteristic disc size, about 100 au). To estimate the un-
certainty we then added the Gaussian fit image into an off-centre
position in nine other 70 µm observations from our programme (all
observations have the same depth). A Gaussian was then fitted at
this position and the position angle and inclination derived. This
method is a simple way of estimating how the disc geometry can
vary due to different realizations of the same noise level. The incli-
nations vary from 25 to 31◦ with a mean of 28◦, while the position
angles vary from 133 to 153◦ with a mean of 147◦.

As a second method we fit a physical model for the disc struc-
ture and estimate parameter uncertainties in a more traditional
way. These models have been used previously to model Herschel-
resolved debris discs (e.g. Kennedy et al. 2012b; Broekhoven-Fiene
et al. 2013), and generate a high-resolution image of an azimuthally
symmetric dust distribution with a small opening angle, as viewed
from a specific direction. These models are then convolved with a
point spread function model for comparison with the observed disc.
The best-fitting model is found by a combination of by-eye coax-
ing and least-squares minimization. We found that the HD 82943
disc could not be well modelled by a simple ring, and hence use a
dust distribution that extends from 67 to 300 au, with the face-on
optical depth distributed as a power law that decays as r−1.6 and is
normalized to be 3.98 × 10−4 at 1 au. The temperature distribution
is assumed to decay as r−0.5 (i.e. like a blackbody, which is 278.3 K
at 1 au), but is required to be hotter at the same distance by a factor
fT = 1.8 (i.e. 567K at 1 au) to reconcile the temperature of the SED
with the observed radial location of the dust (see Lestrade et al.
2012; Wyatt et al. 2012). That this factor is larger then unity is
consistent with the result that the inner disc radius is significantly
larger than the radius implied by the simple blackbody SED model,
because it is also a signature of inefficient long-wavelength grain
emission and small grains dominating the disc emission. The best
disc model is inclined by 27◦ at a position angle of 152◦, and the
residuals when the best-fitting model are subtracted from the data
show no significant departures from the background noise elsewhere
in the map.

Figure 3. χ2 contours for varying disc normalization (×104), inner radius
(in au), inclination and PA (both in degrees). Each panel shows contours
for two parameters when marginalized over the other two.

To estimate the uncertainty in several parameters, we then calcu-
late a grid around the best-fitting location, varying the disc normal-
ization, the inner radius, the inclination and the position angle. Each
parameter is calculated at 12 values, giving a grid with 20 736 mod-
els. For each model we calculate the χ2 from the model-subtracted
residuals, accounting for correlated noise by increasing the noise
by a factor of 3.6 over the pixel-to-pixel rms (see Fruchter & Hook
2002; Kennedy et al. 2012a). The results of this grid calculation are
shown in Fig. 3, where the white contours show "χ2 values corre-
sponding to 1, 2 and 3σ departures from the best fit. The inclination
is constrained to 27 ± 4◦, while the PA is 152 ± 8◦. These estimates
agree well with the simple Gaussian fitting, with the difference in
the range of position angles most likely because the PACS beam
is slightly elongated, which will influence the results from naive
Gaussian fitting. While the position angle is not particularly well
constrained, we conclude that the inclination is.

The disc inclination is therefore similar to that of both the star
and the planets. While the line of nodes has only been derived for
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Figure 5. χ2 of the coplanar 2:1 MMR best fit as a function of inclination.
The open circles represent χ2 and the filled triangles represent (χ2 − 2 ln sin i)
as a function of inclination for 2:1 MMR coplanar best fits. The dashed lines
represent ∆χ2 values of 1.0, 4.0, and 9.0 larger than the minimum χ2 value
around 20◦, which are the 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ confidence levels. The minimum
at about 20◦ is statistically significant, indicating that an inclined solution is
preferred.

to the free-fitting parameters when k2 ! 0.025. The right
panel of Figure 9 shows χ2

ν as a function of inclination with
h2 = 0.01 and different fixed k2 values taken along the arrow
in the left panel of Figure 8. For k2 " 0.025, there is a single
minimum with χ2

ν ∼ 1.15 at an inclination that increases with
increasing k2. For k2 ! 0.025, a second minimum with χ2

ν ! 2.3
appears around i ≈ 15◦. Because the starting condition of χ2

minimization is a small inclination along the arrow, the fit is
trapped in the minimum around i ≈ 15◦ when k2 ! 0.035. The
discontinuities in the P1 − P2 grid shown in the right panel of
Figure 8 can be similarly explained.

Figure 10 shows the dynamical properties of fits in the h2 −k2
grid, with similar contents as Figure 3 of edge-on fits. Similar
to the edge-on case, the stable region is the region where there
are libration amplitude contours (the thin solid black and thin
dashed gray curves). The χ2 minimum is also far from the
dynamical stability boundary, with libration amplitudes about
30◦ and 52◦ for θ1 and θ2, respectively (see also Figure 7). Most
fits in the 3σ confidence region and almost all fits in the 2σ
confidence region are in the stable region, different from the
edge-on fits where there is still a small fraction of unstable fits
in the 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ confidence regions. All fits in the stable
region are in 2:1 MMR with both θ1 and θ2 librating around 0◦,
and the fit with the smallest libration amplitudes of both resonant
angles (∆θ1 ≈ 14◦, ∆θ2 ≈ 16◦) is near the 2σ confidence level.
Figure 11 shows the dynamical properties of fits in the P1 − P2
grid. The dynamical properties and the χ2 statistics of this grid
are similar to those of the h2 − k2 grid.

4.1.3. Mutually Inclined Fits

Very few extrasolar planetary systems have successfully had
their mutual inclinations measured by RV alone. The most
familiar case would be the GJ 876 planetary system, but even
in this case the conclusions are not yet consistent. Based on
the combination of RV and astrometry data, Bean & Seifahrt
(2009) showed that the mutual inclination between the planets
GJ 876 b and c is 5.◦0+3.◦9

−2.◦3
. Based on pure RV data, Correia et al.

(2010) showed that the mutual inclination is less than 2◦, and
an updated analysis by Baluev (2011) limited it by 5◦–15◦.

Since we are able to constrain the inclination of the HD 82943
system if we assume coplanar orbits, it is interesting to try
to constrain the mutual inclination between the two planets in
the system. We use the best-fit coplanar model of 2:1 MMR
as an initial guess. After convergence of the LM method, χ2

ν
reached 1.10 and the inclinations of the planets relative to the
sky plane are about i1 = 12.◦3 and i2 = 26.◦0, respectively. The
χ2 becomes better, but the χ2

ν becomes worse after two more
fitting parameters are introduced. Moreover, the fit is unstable on
the order of 10,000 yr. A systematic parameter grid search shows
that we cannot constrain the mutual inclination. Figure 12 shows
the results of the i1 − i2 grid search coupled with dynamical
analysis. In the left panel, the thin curves are the χ2

ν contours

Figure 6. Fitting parameters of planet 1 and planet 2 as a function of inclination for coplanar 2:1 MMR best fits. The inflection points near 20◦ inclination of some
fitting parameters, e.g., P1, P2, and e2, may be the cause for the discontinuities of χ2

ν contours in the h2 − k2 and P1 − P2 grids for coplanar inclined fits that allow
inclination to vary (Figure 8).

8

Kennedy et al 2013, Tan et al 2013

✦ >10 years of RV to see planet interactions (~5MJup)

✦ HD 82943 near to pole-on  -  system-wide alignment

2:1 @ ~1au

rdisk~70au
inclination
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Binary-disk alignment
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close binaries: P = weeks/months
circumbinary planets - alignment expected?
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99 Her, 15au:
2 parameter 

model

how? stellar
interaction?

Kennedy et al 2010
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Outlook
✦ Generally infer peaceful history, 99 Her the exception

✦ Alignment the norm so far - but so was early RM work

✦ Need more star inclinations - beyond vsini, P, Rstar

✦ Disk tilting inferences have caveats - models

✦ Circumbinary planets - form in aligned disks?

✦ Planet+disk systems rare - no transit+disk systems yet

✦ Need disk/planet characterisation, planet discovery

✦ Best prospect: GAIA astrometry



Debris disks trace the 
plane of primordial disk

✦ Really start there?
✦ Circumbinary case?
✦ What can we test?
✦ What will we test?
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How do their geometries and structures help?
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The alternating light and dark bands near the occulting spot re-
flect imperfect PSF subtraction caused by the slightlymismatched
colors and centroids of! Pic and " Pic. The bands perpendicular
to the disk have amplitudes that are !50%–100% of the mid-
plane surface brightnesses at similar distances from " Pic. These
residuals preclude accurate photometry of the disk within 1B5
(!30 AU) of the star and anywhere along the direction of the
occulting finger. Along the midplane of the disk, the photometric
uncertainties due to PSF subtraction are !5%–10% at a radius
of r ¼ 30 AU and less than 1% for r > 60 AU.

Figure 3 shows alternate views of the disk in which the vertical
scale is expanded by a factor of 4 over that presented in Figure 2
and the vertical dimension of the disk’s surface brightness is nor-
malized by the brightness measured along the ‘‘spine’’ of the
disk. (The spine comprises the vertical locations of the maxi-
mum disk brightness measured along the horizontal axis of each
image, after smoothing with a 3 ; 3 pixel boxcar.) The expanded
vertical scale exaggerates the warp in the inner disk first observed
in images taken with HST ’s Wide Field Planetary Camera 2
(WFPC2) by Burrows et al. (1995). The multiband images shown
in Figures 2 and 3 can be directly compared with the unfiltered
optical image of the disk obtained with the Space Telescope Im-
aging Spectrograph (STIS) coronagraph (Grady et al. 2003) and
shown in Figure 8 of Heap et al. (2000).

2.3. Deconvolution of the ‘‘Off-Spot’’ PSF

Accurate assessment of the chromatic dependencies of the
disk’s color and morphology requires the deconvolution of the
unocculted instrumental PSF from each HRC filter image. This

deconvolution of the ‘‘off-spot’’ PSF is especially important for
the F814W images, because very red photons (kk 0:7#m) pass-
ing through the HRC’s CCD detector are scattered diffusely from
the CCD substrate into a large halo that contributes significantly
to the wide-angle component of the PSF (Sirianni et al. 2005).
Unfortunately, no collection of empirical off-spot reference PSFs
exists yet for the HRC coronagraph. Consequently, we can decon-
volve the off-spot PSFs only approximately by using synthetic
PSFs generated by the Tiny Tim software package distributed
by STScI (Krist & Hook 2004). Tiny Tim employs a simplistic
model of the red halo that does not consider its known asym-
metries (Krist et al. 2005b), but this model is sufficient for assess-
ing the general impact of the red halo on our images of " Pic’s
disk.

We generated model off-spot PSFs using the optical prescrip-
tions, filter transmission curves, and sample A5 V source spec-
trum incorporated in Tiny Tim. For simplicity we approximated
the weakly field-dependent PSF in each bandpass with single
model PSFs characteristic of the center of the FOV. The model
PSFs extended to an angular radius of 1000. We corrected the
geometrically distorted model PSFs in the manner described in
x 2.2, and then deconvolved them from the PSF-subtracted im-
ages of " Pic obtained at each roll angle. In doing so we applied
the Lucy-Richardson deconvolution algorithm (Richardson 1972;
Lucy 1974) to each image outside a circular region of radius 1B5
centered on the subtracted star. (The amplitudes and spatial fre-
quencies of the PSF-subtraction residuals within this region were
too large to yield credible deconvolved data.) The imaged FOV
lacked any bright point sources by which we could judge conver-
gence of the deconvolution, so we terminated the computation
after 50 iterations. Examination of intermediate stages of the pro-
cess showed no perceptible change in the deconvolved images
after !45 iterations.

Fig. 4.—Same images as in Fig. 2 after Lucy-Richardson deconvolution of
the off-spot PSF. Pixels lying within a radius of 1B5 (!30 AU) of the image cen-
ter (i.e., the location of the occulted star) have been masked and excluded from
the deconvolution. Because theLucy-Richardson algorithm forces all pixels to have
positive values, the deconvolved images exhibit no negative PSF-subtraction
residuals and enhanced, correlated noise at faint signal levels. Consequently, pho-
tometry of the disk in these regions of the disk is less reliable than in regions
having large S/N ratios and small subtraction residuals.

Fig. 5.—Same images as in Fig. 3 after Lucy-Richardson deconvolution of
the off-spot PSF. The color-coded isophotes are more similar among these
deconvolved filter images than among the convolved images shown in Fig. 3.
Side effects of the deconvolution process are described in Fig. 4.

MULTIBAND IMAGES OF DISK AROUND " PIC 3113No. 6, 2006

J.C.Augereauetal.:DynamicalmodelingoflargescaleasymmetriesintheβPictorisdustdisk449

2.3.Parentbodydiskprecession

Theparentbodydisksaremodeledhereusing106parti-
cles.Itisnotpossibletocarryoutorbitalintegrationsover
thesystemlifetimeforsuchanumberofparticles.Instead,
afterrealizingtheparentbodydiskbyallocatingparticles
arandominclinationandeccentricityconsistentwiththe
aspectratio,thesystemwasallowedtophasemixbyinte-
gratingfor20outerorbitalperiods.Atthisstagetheor-
bitalplaneofeachparticlewasprecessedatthelocalrate
fortheageofthesystemwhileeachparticleretainedits
orbitalphase.Finallythesystemwasphasemixedagain.
Thisprocedureisequivalenttoevolvingtheorbitsusing
thetimeaveragedpotentialoftheplanetanditsvalidity
hasbeencheckedbycomparisonwithcompleteintegra-
tionsovertimespanswherethesewerefeasible.Thelocal
precessionratefornearcircularorbitswastakentobe
(Mouilletetal.1997b):

|ωp|=
3GMD2

4Ωr5
·

HereristheorbitalradiusandΩ=
!

GM∗/r3isthelo-
calKeplerianfrequency.Theageofthesystemadopted
here,correspondingtothemassratioM/M∗=10−3,
was2.6107yconsistentwiththerecentestimatedage
ofβPictorisfromBarradoyNavascuésetal.(1999)and
whichyieldsRw≃75AU.Butnoteasabovethatthesig-
nificantparameteristheproductoftheageandthemass
ratio.

Theconfigurationofthewarpedparentbodydisk,
obtainedusingtheaboveprocedures,withthesurface
densityweadoptedisillustratedinFig.1.

line of nodes of the perturbing planet

Fig.1.VerticalpositionofthemeanPBdiskmassassuming
thesurfacedensitydistributionofFig.2.Theverticalandra-
dialscalesarenotthesameinthisfigure.Thewarpeddisk
extendsoutto140–150AUwithamaximumcloseto75AU
fromthestarandaverticalextensionof∼4AUtotheinitial
mid-planeofthePBdisk

2.4.Simulationofthedustdisk

Weassumethateachplanetesimal(parentbodyorhere-
afterPB)istheprogenitorofsmallparticles(produced
forinstancebycollisions)thataresignificantlyaffected
bytheradiationpressureofthecentralstar.Weassume
noinitialrelativevelocitybetweenthePBandthesmall-
estparticlesproduced.Aconsequenceofthisassumption
andthenearcircularmotionofthePBisthattheperias-
tronofadustparticleequalsthatofthePB.Theeffect
ofradiationpressureisquantifiedbytheratiooftheforce

duetoradiationpressuretothatduetothegravityofthe
centralstar,βpr=Frad/Fgrav.Thecaseβpr=0corre-
spondstoabounddustparticlewiththesamemotionas
itsPB.Whenβpr=0.5,particleshavezeroenergyand
soarejustunbound.Weconsider11valuesofβprequally
spacedbetweenandincluding0.45and0.001.Foreach
valueofβpr,adustdistributionisgeneratedfromthe
PBbyphasemixing106particlesfor20orbitalperiods
measuredattheouterradiusofthedisk.Thetime-scales
requiredforphasemixingarealwaysshortcomparedto
thetime-scaleforpropagatingthewarp.Alsotheoptical
depthofthediskislargeenoughthatthetimescalefor
destructionofthedustbycollisionsisshorterthanany
dragtimescaleduetothePoynting-Robertsoneffect(see
alsoMouilletetal.1997b).ThePoynting-Robertsoneffect
thenisneglectedhere.

2.5.Modelingofthescatteredlightandthermal
images

2.5.1.EfficientmodelingofthePBsurfacedensity
distribution

Toconstructthefinalimageofthediskinscatteredlight
orinthermalemissionarisingfromanyPBsurfacedensity
distributioninpractice,aradialweightfunctionisapplied
tothecontributionfromeachdustparticledependingon
theelementaryringbetween1.5Dand15Dfromwhich
itoriginated(thedistancetothisringalsocorresponds
totheperiastrondistanceofthedustparticle).Several
Σ(r)distributionscanthereforebeinvestigatedusingthis
techniqueinareasonableamountoftime.

2.5.2.Grainproperties

Theimageofthediskalsodependsonthephysicalprop-
ertiesofthegrains.Herewehaveadoptedthecometdust
modelproposedbyLi&Greenberg(1998,andreferences
therein)toreproducetheβPictorisspectralenergydistri-
bution(SED).Inthismodel,thedustconsistsofporous
aggregatesmadefromasilicatecorecoatedwithorganic
refractories(seealsoPantinetal.1997).Amoredetailed
accountofthegrainmodelusedhereisgiveninAugereau
etal.(1999).Initially,wefixtheporosityofthegrains
tobe0.95andassumethatmostareamorphous(Li&
Greenberg1998;Lagageetal.1999).

2.5.3.Presenceofice

Watericemaybepresentonthesurfacesoftheele-
mentarysubmicronicparticlesthatcomposeanaggre-
gate(Greenberg&Hage1990,andreferencestherein).
Theamountoficeisquantifiedbyavolumepercentage
inadditiontothatofvacuum(duetotheporosity).A
grainisassumedicyifitisproducedfurtherthantheice
sublimationdistance.Thatdistancedependsonthegrain
sizeandamountofice(typicallybetween20AUforgrains
largerthan∼100µmand100AUforgrainssmallerthan

A Giant Planet Imaged in the Disk
of the Young Star b Pictoris
A.-M. Lagrange,1* M. Bonnefoy,1 G. Chauvin,1 D. Apai,2 D. Ehrenreich,1 A. Boccaletti,3
D. Gratadour,3 D. Rouan,3 D. Mouillet,1 S. Lacour,3 M. Kasper4

Here, we show that the ~10-million-year-old b Pictoris system hosts a massive giant planet, b Pictoris b,
located 8 to 15 astronomical units from the star. This result confirms that gas giant planets form rapidly
within disks and validates the use of disk structures as fingerprints of embedded planets. Among the few
planets already imaged, b Pictoris b is the closest to its parent star. Its short period could allow for
recording of the full orbit within 17 years.

Gasgiant planets form from dusty gas-rich
disks that surround young stars through
processes that are not completely under-

stood. Two general mechanisms of such planets
have been identified (1): (i) disk fragmentation
and (ii) accretion of gas onto a solid, typically
with a 5 to 10 Earth-mass (MEarth) core. Cur-
rently, available models do not offer a detailed
description of all of the physical and dynamical
steps involved in these processes. The lifetime of
gas-rich disks limits the availability of nebular
gas and, thus, defines the time window in which
gas giant planets can form. Once formed, giant
planets are predicted to interact with the disk and
distort it, possibly leading to characteristic disk
structures that can be used to infer the presence of
planets and to constrain their orbits. Up to now,
most giant planets have been detected around
stars that are several orders of magnitude older
than the lifetime of gas-rich circumstellar disks,
preventing the validation of models of disk-planet
interactions and the final phases of giant planet
accretion.

The young [~12+8–4 million years (My)],
nearby to the Sun (and, consequently, to Earth)
(19.3 T 0.2 pc), 1.75-solar-mass (MSun) star b
Pictoris (2, 3) hosts a wide (several hundreds of
astronomical units), tenuous edge-on circum-
stellar dust disk (4). It is composed of dust
particles continuously replenished through colli-
sions of larger solid bodies (planetesimals,
comets) and is referred to as a debris disk (5, 6),
in contrast to more massive gas-rich counterparts
around younger (ages of a few million years)
stars. This disk has been studied in great detail
over the past 25 years. Observations at optical to

the thermal infrared wavelengths revealed mul-
tiple disk structures (7–9), as well as asymmetries
in disk size, scale height, and surface-brightness
distributions (10, 11).

Some of these structures and asymmetries
have been theoretically linked to the presence of
one or more massive planets. An inner warp in
the disk plane (12, 13), in particular, can be
reproduced by detailed models that include a
planetary-mass companion (13, 14). In addition,
spectroscopic observations over several years
revealed sporadic high-velocity infall of ionized
gas to the star, attributed to the evaporation of
cometlike bodies grazing the star (5, 15, 16). The
observed comet infall has been attributed to the
gravitational perturbations by a giant planet with-
in the disk (17). Taken together, these data and
models suggest that the b Pictoris disk is populated
by dust, gas, solid kilometer-sized bodies, and
possibly one or more planets.

Near-infrared images of b Pictoris obtained in
2003 (18) show a faint (apparent magnitude L′ =
11.2 mag) pointlike source at ~8 astronomical
units (AU) in projected separation from the star,
within the northeast side of the dust disk. How-
ever, these data were not sufficient to determine
whether this source was a gravitationally bound
companion or an unrelated background star,
whose projected position in the plane of the sky

happened to be close to b Pictoris. Further ob-
servations in January and February 2009 did not
detect the companion candidate (19, 20), an out-
come fully consistent with the proper motion of b
Pictoris with respect to a background star and
with the orbital motion of a physically bound
companion.

Here, we present high-contrast and high-
spatial–resolution near-infrared images obtained
in October, November, and December 2009 with
the European Southern Observatory’s Very Large
Telescope’s (VLT) Adaptive Optics NaCo instru-
ment (21, 22) [see the supporting online material
(SOM) for more details on the observations and
data reduction]. The images obtained in October
2009 (Fig. 1) show a faint point source southwest
of the star, with a brightness (DL = L* – L = 7.8 T
0.3 mag, where L* is the apparent L-band magni-
tude of the star and L is the apparent L-band mag-
nitude of the planet) comparable to that (DL= L* –
L = 7.7 T 0.3) of the source-detected northeast
side of b Pictoris in November 2003 (Fig. 1). The
source lies at a projected separation of 297.6 T
16.3 milli–arc second (mas) and at a position
angle (PA) of 210.6 T 3.6°. Within the error bars,
the source is located in the plane of the disk. To
confirm the signal detected southwest of b
Pictoris in October 2009, we gathered further
data in November and December 2009. Together,
these data confirm the detection made in October
2009 (see SOM).

The images show that the source detected in
November 2003 could not have been a background
object (Fig. 2). If it was a background object, given
the star’s proper motion (table S1, SOM), the
November 2003 source would be located and
detectable 5.1 AU away, southeast (PA = 147.5°)
of b Pictoris in the fall of 2009. The data do not
show such a source (fig. S2). On the contrary, the
source position in fall 2009 is compatible with the
projected position in November 2003 if the source
is gravitationally bound to the star (see below).

Based on the system age, distance, and
apparent brightness of the companion, the widely
used Baraffe et al. (23) evolutionary models
predict a mass of ~9 T 3 Jupiter masses (MJup).

REPORTS

Fig. 1. b Pictoris imaged at L′ band (3.78 microns) with the VLT/NaCo instrument in November 2003
(left) and the fall of 2009 (right). We used images of the comparison star HR2435 to estimate and
remove the stellar halo (see SOM). Similar results are obtained when using angular differential imaging
(see SOM).
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Figure 3. Protoplanetary disc alignment and secular precession times
for circumbinary orbits as a function of semimajor axis. A circumbinary
protoplanetary disc can be aligned within a few tens of au during the
∼ 107 year disc lifetime. Planetesimals can on average become aligned (i.e.
have executed one full cycle of secular precession) within ∼ 1 Gyr if they
reside within 95 au. Therefore, the debris disc may have become aligned
due to secular perturbations on the main-sequence.

the disc by the binary (discussed below), though depending on the
origin of damping within the disc (e.g. if the parametric instability
does not operate; Gammie, Goodman & Ogilvie 2000) could also
be a lot longer.

For the specific example of HD 131511, the secular precession
time is shown in Fig. 3, calculated according to Farago & Laskar
(2010) using the binary parameters from Table 1. An estimate for
where the primordial disc can become aligned with the binary is
shown by the hatched region, assuming that the alignment time-
scale is the same as the precession time, and allowing for disc
lifetimes up to 107 years (e.g. Zuckerman, Forveille & Kastner 1995;
Pascucci et al. 2006). With this estimate, disc regions beyond a few
tens of au do not become aligned within reasonable protoplanetary
disc lifetimes. Compared to the primordial disc lifetimes, the much
longer main-sequence lifetimes of stars means that the debris disc
that forms in, and then emerges from the protoplanetary disc can
be strongly affected by secular perturbations to much larger radial
distances.

4.2 Debris disc alignment

In the absence of the dissipation present in a gaseous disc secular,
perturbations from the binary cause disc particle inclinations and
lines of nodes to oscillate rather than damp, with a time-scale that
depends on semimajor axis. The eccentricities and pericentre ar-
guments also vary, but are less relevant because the eccentricities
imposed depend inversely on the separation ratio between the par-
ticles and the binary (e.g. Moriwaki & Nakagawa 2004), and are
hence very small at ∼ 70 au around HD 131511 (!10−3).

The effect of the perturbations on the disc particles can be viewed
in two ways. If the reference plane is pictured as that of the original
disc plane (so the binary is inclined), then the inclinations of the
particles oscillate about the binary plane as their lines of nodes
circulate (libration is possible for large initial misalignments and
high binary eccentricities). This is the picture usually applied in
planetary systems, for example the warp in the β Pictoris disc (e.g.
Mouillet et al. 1997). If the reference plane is taken to be that of the

Figure 4. Simulation of mm-wave structure for an initially flat 50–100 au
disc with particles on circular orbits around the HD 131511 binary after
1 Gyr. The initial misalignment was 10◦ with a line of nodes with respect
to the binary pericentre of 0◦. A blackbody temperature law and 1 mm
wavelength was assumed in creating the image.

binary, the particle orbits are initially inclined, and precess about the
binary angular momentum vector. Only if the binary is eccentric do
their inclinations also change as they precess (e.g. Farago & Laskar
2010; Kennedy et al. 2012a). Thus, given enough time any disc will
appear to become aligned at the cost of an increased scaleheight,
with an opening angle equal to twice the initial misalignment.

The secular precession time, the time taken for a particle to un-
dergo one full oscillation in inclination (and a complete circulation
of the line of nodes), for particles orbiting HD 131511 at a range
of distances is shown in Fig. 3. The estimated disc radius of 70
au is shown, and at the stellar age of around 1 Gyr particles out
to about 95 au can have their inclinations vary significantly. Thus,
the alignment of the disc with the binary orbit is not necessarily
primordial, but given that the disc is seen to have an opening angle
smaller than about 50◦, any initial misalignment must have been
smaller than about 25◦.

Fig. 4 shows a synthetic mm-wave image of a 50–100 au cir-
cumbinary disc around HD 131511 as it would appear if the initial
misalignment was 10◦. The wavy structure arises as the particles’
orbits’ nodes precess, becoming less distinct closer to the star where
the precession is fastest and the most precession cycles have taken
place. Observed with a resolution greater (i.e. worse) than a few
seconds of arc, such a disc would simply appear to be aligned with
the binary. At higher resolution (∼ 1 arcsec) the vertical structure
would be resolvable and hence the initial misalignment could be in-
ferred or constrained from the scaleheight. At yet higher resolution
the wavy radial structure might be seen, though whether it actually
exists or is smoothed out would depend on various complicating
factors that are not included in this model, such as the (uncertain)
eccentricity of the disc particles and whether radiation or stellar
wind forces strongly affect mm-size dust.

4.3 Other circumbinary debris discs

Aligned circumbinary discs were previously found around HD
98800BaBb (Andrews et al. 2010), α CrB (HD 139006) and
β Tri (HD 13161; Kennedy et al. 2012b), while a misaligned disc has
been found around 99 Her (Kennedy et al. 2012a). In the cases of α

CrB and β Tri, the disc as resolved with Herschel is sufficiently well
separated from the binary that perturbations do not affect it within
the stellar lifetime and that the alignment is primordial. The same
cannot be said for the HD 98800 hierarchical quadruple system; the
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